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We have presented a lesson about the Tamil king Rajaraja Chozhan to grade 6. After presenting
the topic in Montessori way we sat with the students and started analyzing the king's personality in
BMIAC pattern. We felt very glad to convey that children were able to categorize the king's deeds and
historical events into BMIAC chart and finally understood him as a person who gave much importance
to the feelings of his people and implemented his service in intellect - awareness level. Finally
children said that whatever he implemented for the welfare of his people comes under unconditional
consciousness.
Let us list out how children have categorized the king's personality as follows:
BODY:
1. He was very keen in maintaining his physical health otherwise he could not face great wars.
2. He looks very smart with mustache, golden ornaments and good clothing.
MIND:
1. He respects people's feelings and needs.
2. He has relaxed the agricultural tax whenever there was drought and famine.
3. He would have good relations with other nations for improving foreign trade.
4. He gave much importance to music and dance.
5. He was very spiritual and constructed many temples.
6. He respected all religions.
7. He respected his elder sister and grandmother.
8. He wants to face challenges.
INTELLEGENCE:
1. He improved the irrigation facilities.
2. He improved foreign trade with many nations.
3. He had many wars to save his nation and also to expand his reign.
4. He was very particular about handling various court cases and punishments.
5. He was not jealous when his father asked his younger brother to become the king.
6. He made all his family members to involve in any service concerned with the people.
7. He has listened to his Spiritual tutor and solved many issues.
Finally children said that the king has to care all his 5 levels to be successful in life.

Points to be remembered:
We say now, that intelligence when gets into implementation is called awareness. So this king is a
great personality who has a balanced state in all 5 levels which has made him to survive till today
within our hearts.
Please make children to study and learn history like this. Children say that they need not much
depend upon the text book now, the chart is making very easy to remember the points about the
topic. But it is very important to note that the children need to develop the skill of expression in
presenting the above said points in written format also.
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